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Working with plants means working with living 
things and the users of pruning tools therefore need 
to be especially careful and respectful of nature. 
They need perfect cuts as high-quality results and 
increased productivity are both important. Bahco 
has developed tools that reduce fatigue and prevent 
injuries, while providing precise, durable and 
reliable performance, every time.

Combining functional design, modern aesthetics 
and decades of experience on five continents, 
Bahco has developed a range of tools designed 
to satisfy the specific needs of professionals in 
numerous, highly demanding pruning applications.

Bahco pruning tools are available in three ranges: 
Professional, Expert and Tradition.

PRUNING TOOLS
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An extensive range of pruning tools to satisfy the 
demands of professional users and discerning gardeners.

 ▪ High-quality pruning and cutting tools aimed at professional 
users within each different area of application

 ▪ Developed with the latest materials and technologies for 
efficient, comfortable and attractive tools

 ▪ Spare parts available for all tools

PROFESSIONAL

 ▪ Assortment of gardening tools for the quality conscious 
discerning private consumer

 ▪ No spare parts available

EXPERT

 ▪ Assortment of functionally-designed pruning and cutting 
tools for professional users and gardeners

 ▪ Spare parts are available for selected tools

TRADITION

PRUNING TOOLS

VITICULTURE POmOLOGy LANDSCAPE FORESTRy GARDEN

ICON INDEX - AREAS OF APPLICATION

To help you select the right tools for the job,  
the range has been has been organized into:
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BLADE TECHNOLOGy
ByPASS: For cutting live and green wood

Bypass secateurs and loppers are used for cuts on 
living plants, where the impact of the cut has to be 
as small as possible.

The bypass cutting head owes its name to the fact 
that the cutting blade ‘passes-by’ the counterblade 
in a scissor action.

Bahco bypass secateurs slice through the wood 
requiring less force than a straight cut, causing less 
compression damage to the wood.

As with the blade, the 
counterblade also 
presses into the wood.

The waste wood may 
be damaged.

But the cut itself is 
clean and flat.

ANVIL: For cutting mature and dry wood

Anvil secateurs and loppers are used where 
cleanliness of cut is not as important.

The blade of the cutting head is narrower and 
sharper than that of the bypass. 

When cutting mature and dry wood, the blade 
needs to be forced through the wood with greater 
pressure. The ‘anvil’ supports the branch and 
spreads the pressure to reduce damage.

As the narrow blade is 
forced through the wood.

The board “anvil” 
spreads the load and 
supports the branch.

Until the cut is 
complete.

ByPASS ANVIL
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BLADE TECHNOLOGy

SLICING CUT
How it works
 ▪ The sharp upward curve of the blade causes the 
leading edge to ‘slice’ as it cuts into the wood

 ▪ The off-centered pivot bolt doubles this slicing 
motion increasing the length of the blade used 
for cutting

Why it works
Imagine cutting a loaf of bread. No matter how 
sharp your blade, if you attempt to cut without 
slicing, the bread is compressed and becomes 
harder to cut, requiring more pressure, damaging 
the loaf. 
Cutting live wood is similar – it can also be cut 
more efficiently if a slicing motion is added to the 
downward pressure.

Results
 ▪ Less cutting force required
 ▪ Clean cut without damaging the plants
 ▪ Less wear and longer blade life
 ▪ Fewer broken blades

EVOLVING BEVEL
The evolving bevel technology is the latest 
improvement of the slicing cut. The unique 
grinding profile of the blade reinforces the slicing 
motion and helps it penetrate the wood, especially 
at the beginning of the cut. This gives the user a  

 
feeling of ease, quickness and efficiency 
during pruning.

 ▪ The evolving bevel technology is  
exclusive to Bahco and implemented       
in the P116-SL lopper range

THE GRINDING EDGE
Four separate grinding operations are 
performed (Drawing A)
1. Main bevel, the cutting area of 

the blade is tapered to a point
2. Cavity, a shallow hollow is 

ground into the inner face of 
the blade

3. Second bevel, the edge is 
polished to a razor sharp point

4. Back bevel, an additional honing 
angle is ground on the inside edge

Reduced friction and sticking (Drawing B)
 ▪ Due to the hollow inner face, 
the blade only touches the 
counterblade at the point of 
cutting. This reduces friction 
and the risk of sticking, and 
increases performance
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ERGONOmIC SECATEUR
PROFESSIONAL

Vertical inclination
Compared to a 

traditional secateur, 
the downward 

inclination of the PX 
and PXR ERGO™ secateurs 

compensates the wrist bending 
and allows the hand to remain in a 

neutral position, significantly reducing 
the risk of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.

Lateral inclination
Compared to a traditional secateur, the 

inclination to the left (for right-handed 
secateurs) of the PX and PXR ERGO™ 
secateurs compensates for the bending 

of the wrist, and allows the hand to 
remain in a neutral position, improving 

pressure capacity to be applied 
on handles and prevents MSDs 

(musculoskeletal disorders).

FEATURES BENEFITS

 ▪ Vertical and lateral inclinations
 ▪ Shape of the handles
 ▪ Elastomer coating on upper handles
 ▪ Choice of cutting head
 ▪ Choice of spring
 ▪ Hand measuring system

 ▪ Keeps the wrist in a neutral position
 ▪ Provides comfort
 ▪ Helps to spread pressure evenly
 ▪ Provides the right cutting head for each job
 ▪ Adapts the secateur to the power of the hand
 ▪ Guides to find the best secateur 

What makes the PX and PXR ergonomic?

COMFORT SECURITy HEALTH EFFICIENCy
The design of the ERGO™ secateur is the result 
of five years of scientific research and hundreds of 
user tests all over the world to help us understand 
how repetitive, intense movements affect the 

human body. The design of the ERGO™ secateurs 
mean less fatigue at the end of the day and less 
painful, more productive work.
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HAND-mEASURING GUIDE FOR 
PX AND PXR  ERGOTm SECATEURS 
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Measure hand from top 
of index finger to base 
of palm to determine 
the width of the hand

Measure finger-tip to 
wrist to determine the 

length of the hand
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PX TyPE 
Fixed handle ergonomic secateur 
Ergonomic design within a modular system, enabling 
the user to build a secateur that fits the hand perfectly.

PXR TyPE 
Rotating handle ergonomic secateur
Same head and palm handle as the PX, but with a 
comfortable, elastomer-coated, rotating handle. 
PXR  cuts with optimal accuracy and ease.

Ideal for end of season, clearing 
of vines from training wires and 
green pruning.
ERGOTm tip: Highly 
recommended for users who are 
already suffering from aches 
and pains in their hand or arm.

100% mODULARITy. All spare parts available.

RIGHT-HANDED HANDLES

Ideal for most popular training 
methods in vineyards of up to 
10 years of age.
ERGOTm tip: Recommended for 
users who do not feel any pain 
yet, but who wish to avoid it.

Ideal for most popular training 
methods in vineyards of up to 
10 years old.
ERGOTm tip: Not recommended 
for users who already suffer 
from pains in the hand or arm. It 
is then advisable to use a lopper 
or a pruning saw.

PX-L
Fixed handle
Large size

PX-m
Fixed handle
Medium size

PX-S
Fixed handle
Small size

PXR-m
Rotating handle
Medium size

PXR-S
Rotating handle
Small size

CUTTING HEAD SIzELEFT-HANDED HANDLES

Nº 2 Medium cutting head
(Cut. cap. 20 mm - 3/4”)

Ø 20 mm (3/4”)

PX-m2-L
Fixed handle
Medium size 

PXR-m2-L
Rotating handle
Medium size 

CUTTING HEAD SIzES

Ø 20 mm (3/4”)

Ø 30 mm (1 1/4”)

Nº 1 Small cutting head
(Cut. cap. 15 mm - 5/8”)

Nº 2 Medium cutting head
(Cut. cap. 20 mm - 3/4”)

Nº 3 Large cutting head
(Cut. cap. 30 mm - 1 1/4”)

ERGONOmIC CONCEPT

Ø 15 mm (5/8”)
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HARVESTING SNIPS

P128
Long, slim and  
straight blades.
Wide opening.

FOUR DIFFERENT CUTTING HEADS

The handy and lightweight Bahco Harvesting Snips 
meet the needs of different end-users. They have 
comfortable handles reinforced with fibreglass - all 
snips are supplied with a lightweight plastic holster 
and are available in different box quantities.

P129
Same blades as P128 
but bent at an 11° angle 
to give better access to 
hidden stems.

P123
Long and slim bypass 
cutting head.

P127
Short blades, rounded at 
the tips for safety, with 
limited opening.

Easy-to-
tighten nut

Lanyard hole

Shock-absorbing 
rubber buffer 
with spring 
inside handles

Very resistant and 
comfortable handles

Locking device 
safely clipped inside 

to avoid palm injuries

Lightweight plastic holster 
to avoid injuries and loss. 
Supplied with all snips models. 
(Not applicable for BULK56)
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LOPPERS
Lightweight, super-strong aluminium for more 
strength and comfort, with less fatigue.

P160 STyLE

 ▪ Narrow blade combined 
with deep-hooked, thin 
counter blade

 ▪ Well-balanced loppers 
designed for pruning 
above shoulder height

 ▪ Main areas of application:
- Pomology
- Landscaping

P172 STyLE

 ▪ Strong blade with anti-
friction coating (Xylan®), 
interchangeable anvil

 ▪ Lever-action to facilitate 
the pruning of mature 
and dry wood

 ▪ Main areas of 
application:
- Landscaping
- Occasionally also 
  used in pomology

DIFFERENT CUTTING HEADS FOR DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS

The evolving 
bevel technology 
is utilized on the 
P116-SL loppers 
and reinforces the 
slicing motion of 

the blade - an advantage when 
cutting thick branches.

P114 STyLE

 ▪ Narrow cutting head 
for pruning in confined 
spaces

 ▪ Main areas of application:
- Viticulture
- Pomology with hedge-             
  like cultivation
  (apple, pear)

P116 STyLE 
(P116, P19, P16)
 ▪ Strongly curved large 
blade with a deep-hooked 
counterblade

 ▪ Designed for pruning 
below waist height and 
near the ground

 ▪ Main areas of application:
- Viticulture
- Pomology; including 
  soft fruits
- Landscaping (P19)

Soft shock absorbing
buffers for maximum comfort

Centre bolt locking
system for secure fixing

Smooth black grips
for a perfect cutting action

Extremely strong, strain resistant, 
yet very light aluminium handles 

(different lengths available)
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HEDGE SHEARS

Smooth black grips for 
a perfect cutting action

Centre-bolt locking
system keeps blades 

perfectly aligned

Fully-hardened blades 
for greater durability

Soft shock absorbing
buffers for maximum comfort

Extremely strong, strain-
resistant, yet very light 
aluminium handles

Serrated edge to enable 
cutting of thick branches 
up to 10 mm (1/2”)

Very sharp, precisely-
ground blades to ensure  
a continuous clean cut

 ▪ Large blades with partly serrated edges for hedge trimming on 
plants with thicker twigs

 ▪ Main area of application:
    - Landscape

 ▪ Narrow  blades with smooth edges for trimming leaves and soft 
shoots, very clean cut

 ▪ Main areas of application:
    - Landscape: topiary
    - Viticulture: leaf pruning

 ▪ Wavy blades with smooth edges for pruning hedges and shrubs 
with a fairly open structure and soft shoots. The waves trap 
groups of twigs and prevent them from sliding out of the blade

 ▪ Main area of application:
    - Landscape

THREE mAIN TyPES OF SHEAR BLADES

Lightweight, super-strong aluminium for more 
strength and comfort with less fatigue.
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PRUNING SAWS
SAW TEETH PERFORM THREE FUNCTIONS

Cutting

Teeth tips act like small knives that 
cut through the wood fibres. Only 0,2 
mm (0.008 inch) of a tooth is used 
for this function, which is done by the 
sharp ground tip.

Clearing

Gullets collect saw dust to deposit 
it outside the kerf. For this an open 
and  smooth ground surface is 
needed in the gullet.

TOOTH DESIGN

HardPoint
Teeth are heat-treated after 
grinding. Hardened teeth remain 
sharp four times longer but 
cannot be re-sharpened  
with a file.

Standard tootH
Triangular shape, all teeth are 
set, with hardpoints or re-fileable.

Xt-tootH
Triangular shape, every third 
tooth is cut off and set to help 
with the removal of wood chips 
from the kerf.

Jt-tootH
45º cutting angle, triple-
grinding, long teeth with narrow 
gullets, non-set but taper 
ground blade.

JS-tootH
45º cutting angle, wide gullets 
for removal of wood chips, 
taper ground blade with non-set 
tooth design for very fast and 
aggressive cutting.

Fileable
Teeth can be re-sharpened with 
Bahco file 4-272.

SeParating

Teeth edges are chisels that shave 
wood from between the cuts.
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PROFESSIONAL

Hardpoint teeth 
for durability

Unique concave blade surface for 
less friction and better performance

Bi-material handle  
with comfortable grip

Wide gullets for rapid 
removal of wood chips

 Knuckle protection 
to hold the hand 
securely in place

JS BLADES
Very aggressive toothing for an extremely fast and 
easy cut for green wood and thick branches.

Bi-material handle 
with comfortable grip

 Knuckle protection 
to hold the hand 
securely in place

JT BLADES
For clean, fast pruning of live and green wood. 
Ideal for winter pruning.

Conically ground profile for 
less friction and a clean finish

Long teeth with 
narrow gullets

Steep rake angles
Triple grinding - refileable

Hardpoint teeth 
for durability

Bi-material handle 
with comfortable grip

Every third tooth is 
shorter and set to help the 

removal of wood chips

XT BLADES
For pruning all varieties of mature and dry wood.

Strong beech-wood 
handle with hook for 

hanging the saw

Curved blade perfect 
for pruning above 
shoulder height

All teeth are set
Aggressive on pull stroke

TRADITION
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Professional erGo™ secateurs

 ■ secateurs developed according to the scientific erGo™ process 
 ■ shape and size of handles adapted to the size of the hand 
 ■ size of the cutting head adapted to the task to be performed 
 ■ Vertical and lateral inclinations of cutting head allow pruning with a straight wrist 
 ■ reduces fatigue and pains and increases comfort and performance 
 ■ PX handles made of composite material with soft rubber on upper part 
 ■ available in three sizes: s (small), M (medium) and l (large) 
 ■ three sizes of cutting heads with different cutting capacities available:  

1 (15 mm, 1/2”), 2 (20 mm, 3/4”) and 3 (30 mm, 1 1/4”) 
 ■ all cutting heads fit all handles 
 ■ PX-M2-l left-handed version

731151 mm

PX-s1 8233785 2 s 1 15 308

PX-s2 8233792 2 s 2 20 296

PX-M1 8233815 2 M 1 15 322

PX-M2 8233822 2 M 2 20 319

PX-M2-l 8240714 2 M 2 20 319

PX-M3 8233839 2 M 3 30 347

PX-l2 8233853 2 l 2 20 331

PX-l3 8233860 2 l 3 30 470

Professional erGo™ secateurs

 ■ secateur developed according to the scientific erGo™ process 
 ■ PXr is a PX with a rotating lower handle also covered with soft material 
 ■ rotating handle increases performance, designed for very frequent use 
 ■ available in three sizes: s (small), M (medium) and l (large) 
 ■ three sizes of cutting heads with different cutting capacities available:  

1 (15 mm, 1/2”), 2 (20 mm, 3/4”) and 3 (30 mm, 1 1/4”) 
 ■ all cutting heads fit all handles 
 ■ PXr-M2-l left-handed version 

731151 mm

PXr-s1 8240677 2 s 1 15 366

PXr-s2 8240684 2 s 2 20 377

PXr-M1 8233877 2 M 1 15 382

PXr-M2 8233884 2 M 2 20 394

PXr-M2-l 8240738 2 M 2 20 394

PXr-M3 8233891 2 M 3 30 407

PXr-l2 8233914 2 l 2 20 395

SECATEURS

PX

SECATEURS

PXR
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erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Pre-assembled cutting head for the erGo™ secateurs PX and PXr 
 ■ supplied with 4 handle screws and inserts (r902P) 

731151

r801P 8234126 1 PX & PXr 1 126

r802P 8234133 1 PX & PXr 2 129

r803P 8234140 1 PX & PXr 3 139

r804P 8240806 1 PX-l & PXr-l 2 131

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare cutting blades for the erGo™ secateurs

731151

r211P 8234027 1 PX/ PXr n° 2, P1-20, P2-20 60

r211P-BulK80 8252212 80 PX/ PXr n° 2, P1-20, P2-20 4800

r300P 8234034 1 PX/ PXr n° 1 52

r500P 8234041 1 PX/ PXr n° 3 65

r600P 8240783 1 PX-M2-l & PXr-M2-l 60

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare counter blade for the erGo™ secateurs

731151

r303P 8234157 1 PX-s1, PX-M1, PX-l1, PXr-M1, PXr-l1 63

r403P 8234164 1 PX-s2, PX-M2, PX-l2, PXr-M2, PXr-l2 66

r503P 8234171 1 PX-s3, PX-M3, PX-l3, PXr-M3, PXr-l3 72

r603P 8240790 1 PX-M2-l, PXr-M2-l 66

SECATEURS

R801P-R804P

SECATEURS

R211P/R300P/R500P/R600P

SECATEURS

R303P-R603P
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erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ secateur handle developed according to the scientific erGo™ process
 ■ spare pair of handles for the erGo™ secateurs PX and PXr
 ■ supplied with buffer and medium-strength spring 

731151

r811P 8234058 1 PX-s 115

r812P 8234065 1 PX-M 122

r813P 8234072 1 PX-l 130

r815P 8240752 1 PX-M2-l 122

rt821P 8242237 1 PXr-s 202

rt822P 8234102 1 PXr-M 203

rt823P 8234119 1 PXr-l 210

rt824P 8240776 1 PXr-M2-l 203

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare centre bolt for the erGo™ secateurs

731151

r900P 8234188 1 PX & PXr 30

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare centre bolt locking system for the erGo™ secateurs

731151

r901P 8234195 1 PX & PXr 13

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ set with four spare handle screws with inserts 
 ■ to join cutting head and handles of the erGo™ secateurs PX and PXr

731151

r902P 8234201 1 PX & PXr 27

SECATEURS

R811P-RT824P

SECATEURS

R900P

SECATEURS

R901P

SECATEURS

R902P
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erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ two spare buffers for all erGo™ secateurs, P1, P2 and P64 rose secateurs 
 ■ r1269P-BulK50 contains 50 buffers 

731151

r903P 8234218 1 PX & PXr, P1 & P2, P64 15

r1269P-BulK50 8240820 50 PX & PXr, P1 & P2, P64 486

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare locking device for the erGo™ secateurs

731151

r904P 8234225 1 PX & PXr 15

erGo™ secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Pack of two spare springs for the erGo™ secateurs and P64 
 ■ strength: 

r905P low - r906P medium - r907P high 

731151

r905P 8234232 1 PX & PXr, P64 20

r905P-BulK50 8252250 50 PX & PXr, P64 164

r906P 8234249 1 PX & PXr 20

r906P-BulK50 8252267 50 PX & PXr 181

r907P 8234256 1 PX & PXr 20

eXPert secateur

 ■ secateurs developed according to the scientific erGo™ process 
 ■ Designed for all pruning work in the home garden 
 ■ Horizontal and vertical inclination of the cutting head allow the natural alignment of hand and 

forearm to preserve tendons and nerves from strain 
 ■ Xylan® coated blade for easy cutting and soft-grip on upper handle for more comfort 
 ■ narrow cutting head for easy reach 
 ■ Handles available in 3 sizes (s, M, l) 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-s1-f 8327743 2 s 1 15 175 160

PG-M2-f 8269715 2 M 2 20 200 182

PG-l2-f 8269746 2 l 2 20 210 185

SECATEURS

R903P/R1269P

SECATEURS

R904P

SECATEURS

R905P-R907P

SECATEURS

PG-S/M/L
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eXPert secateur

 ■ secateurs developed according to the scientific erGo™ process 
 ■ for all pruning work in the home garden 
 ■ Medium size (M2) version with rotating lower handle for frequent use 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-r-M2-f 8269722 2 M 2 20 205 264

eXPert secateur

 ■ secateur especially for left-hand use 
 ■ for all pruning work in the home garden 
 ■ Xylan® coated blade for rust protection and reduced friction 
 ■ fibreglass reinforced plastic handles 
 ■ one-hand locking mechanism 
 ■ no spare parts available

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-03-l 8242855 6 20 200 260

eXPert secateur

 ■ secateur designed for pruning grape vines and fruit trees 
 ■ narrow cutting head for easy reach 
 ■ Handles made of composite material with a soft grip on the upper handle for comfort and 

thermal protection 
 ■ one-hand locking mechanism at the cutting head 

731151 mm

l
mm

P108-20-f 8275518 2 20 200 305

P108-23-f 8275525 2 25 230 375

SECATEURS

PG-R-M

SECATEURS

PG-03-L

SECATEURS

P108
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eXPert secateur

 ■ secateur for general pruning 
 ■ robust design with handles with 2-component sleeves for comfortable grip and thermal 

protection of hands 
 ■ narrow counter blade gives access to inner branches of dense plants 
 ■ one-hand locking mechanism at the cutting head

731151 mm

l
mm

P5-20-f 8275273 2 20 210 307

P5-23-f 8275280 2 25 230 366

traDition secateurs

 ■ Designed for pruning and training of vines 
 ■ large cutting head suitable for general pruning 
 ■ fully hardened steel blade 
 ■ robust design with forged steel handles 
 ■ spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

P3-20-f 8275259 2 20 200 375

P3-23-f 8275266 2 25 230 440

traDition secateurs

 ■ Designed for pruning grape vines 
 ■ narrow cutting head for easier access
 ■ fully hardened steel blade 
 ■ stamped and pressed steel handles 
 ■ spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

P110-20-f 8275532 2 20 200 315

P110-23-f 8275549 2 25 230 390

SECATEURS

P5

SECATEURS

P3

SECATEURS

P110
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traDition secateurs

 ■ anvil secateur for cutting old, hard and dead wood 
 ■ stamped and double bevelled blade, fully hardened 
 ■ tough aluminium anvil 
 ■ stamped and pressed steel handles with wire clasp at the end 
 ■ spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

P138-22-f 8301279 6 20 220 275

traDition secateurs

 ■ light secateur with handles made of composite material for picking roses
 ■ Designed for cut flower production
 ■ special device on the blade for holding stems after cutting so that flowers do not fall on the 

ground
 ■ P64-20-BulK12: Display of 12 pcs
 ■ spring and buffer are available as spare parts

731151 mm

l
mm

P64-20 8288174 6 12 210 175

P64-20-BulK12 8288204 12 12 210 2520

traDition secateurs

 ■ Versatile secateur for various cutting purposes 
 ■ narrow cutting head for easier access 
 ■ robust and traditional design 
 ■ Handles made of stamped and pressed steel 
 ■ locking mechanism with wire clasp at the end of handle 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

P121-18-f 8275662 6 15 180 225

P121-20-f 8275631 6 20 200 255

P121-23-f 8275648 6 25 230 330

SECATEURS

P138

SECATEURS

P64

SECATEURS

P121

P64-20-BulK12
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traDition secateurs

 ■ traditional and robust design for general purpose gardening 
 ■ Handles made of stamped and pressed steel 
 ■ locking mechanism with wire clasp at the end of handle 
 ■ no spare parts available

731151 mm

l
mm

P126-19-f 8275297 6 15 190 245

P126-22-f 8275303 6 20 220 310

traDition secateurs

 ■ Designed for leisure gardening work 
 ■ Precision ground blade with a slicing cut action for a clean cut in green stems and living 

wood 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-10-f 8275327 6 20 210 135

traDition secateurs

 ■ secateur with narrow cutting head for cutting flowers, herbs and shrubs 
 ■ carbon steel blade and lightweight composite handles 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-12-f 8328122 6 20 210 165

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ easy to replace tough aluminium anvil including rivet

731151

r221P 8229412 1 P138-22 27

r221P-BulK50 8240653 50 P138-22 1350

SECATEURS

P126

SECATEURS

PG-10-F

SECATEURS

PG-12

SECATEURS

R221P
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traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare cutting blades for P1-22 and P2-22 and left-handed P6 and P7

731151

r201P 8219536 1 P1-22, P2-22 54

r201P-BulK80 8225209 80 P1-22, P2-22 4320

r171P 8226534 1 P6-20, P7-20 59

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare cutting blade for hand and top-pruners 

731151

r112PG 8010058 1 P3-20, P5-20 42

r114PG 8010065 1 P108-20, P110-20 40

r122PG 8010072 1 P3-23, P5-23 46

r124PG 8010089 1 P108-23, P110-23, P34-27a 48

r223P 8237554 1 P138-22 37

r223P-BulK80 8240646 80 P138-22 2960

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare counter blades for hand-pruners P1-22, P2-22 and left-handed P6 and P7

731151

r202P 8219550 1 P1-22, P2-22 76

r271P 8226541 1 P6-20, P7-20 66

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ complete sets comprising spare centre bolt, nut and washer(s) for hand-pruners

731151

r239P 8219567 1 P1-20, P1-22, P2-20, P2-22, 
P6-20, P7-20

32

r141P 8288235 1 P64-20 27

r142P 8010126 1 P34-27a, P3-20, P3-23, P5-20, 
P5-23, P108-20, P108-23, 

P110-20, P110-23

35

SECATEURS

R201P/R171P

SECATEURS

R112PG-R124PG/R223P

SECATEURS

R202P/R271P

SECATEURS

R239P/R141P/R142P
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traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare counter blade and pin for hand-pruners

731151

r113PG 8044374 1 P108-20, P110-20 48

r123PG 8044381 1 P108-23, P110-23 50

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare closing springs or wire clasps

731151

r341P 8011529 1 P3-20, P3-23 32

r474P 8011536 1 P5-20, P5-23, P108-20,  
P108-23, P110-20, P110-23

16

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare springs for one-hand pruners

731151

r463P 8223908 1 P121-23 21

r438P 8229429 1 P138-22 27

r438P-BulK50 8240660 50 P138-22 1350

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare spring and buffer for one-hand pruners

731151

r1069P 8219574 1 P1-20, P2-20, P6-20, P7-20 20

SECATEURS

R113PG/R123PG

SECATEURS

R341P/R474P

r341P

r474P

SECATEURS

R438P/R463P 

SECATEURS

R1069P
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traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare spring, buffers and light metal buffer cup for one-hand pruners

731151

r1068 8044398 1 P3-20, P3-23, P5-20, P5-23, 
P108-20, P108-23, P110-20, 

P110-23

32

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ spare part kit for the re-designed secateur P5-20 and P5-23 with 2-component handles 
 ■ contains one spring and a pair of buffers 

731151

r1080P 8282479 1 P5-20, P5-23 22

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ set of spare handle screws, nuts and closing button with flat spring for one-hand pruners

731151

r1601 8044640 1 P1-20, P1-22, P2-20, P6-20, 
P7-20

28

traDition secateur sPare Parts

 ■ locking device with screw and nut for P108 (r478P) and P5 (r480P) 

731151

r478P 8275600 1 P108 14

r480P 8282486 1 P5 14

SECATEURS

R1068

SECATEURS

R1080P

SECATEURS

R1601

SECATEURS

R478P/R480P
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sniPs

 ■ snip for harvesting grapes and other fruits as well as flowers and some vegetables 
 ■ long and fine bypass cutting head with an opening of 40 mm 
 ■ Handles made of fibreglass reinforced material 
 ■ snips in BulK15 & BulK30 are supplied with holster 
 ■ snips in BulK56 are supplied without holster 

731151 mm

l
mm

P123-19-BulK15 8226251 15 10 190 87

P123-19-BulK30 8218218 30 10 190 87

P123-19-BulK56 8240202 56 10 190 87

sniPs

 ■ snip for harvesting and florist work 
 ■ can cut thin wires 
 ■ short and robust blade with straight edge and serrated counter blade to avoid hard stems 

slipping out 
 ■ opening of blades limited to 20 mm 
 ■ supplied with lightweight plastic holster, 30 pcs in a box 

731151 mm

l
mm

P127-19-BulK30 8199333 30 6 170 70

sniPs

 ■ lightweight snips for grape harvesting 
 ■ also recommended for thinning out apple fruit to encourage a better growth 
 ■ long and fine cutting head with a good opening of 35 mm 
 ■ fibreglass reinforced plastic handles 
 ■ supplied with lightweight plastic holster (P128-19-BulK30), 30 pcs in a box. P128-19 is 

supplied on card

731151 mm

l
mm

P128-19 8160814 6 6 190 85

P128-19-BulK30 8172329 30 6 190 85

SNIPS

P123

SNIPS

P127

SNIPS

P128
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sniPs

 ■ Handy and lightweight grape harvesting snip 
 ■ used for cutting fruit stems and cleaning out fruit bunches 
 ■ long and slim blades are slightly bent (11°) to facilitate access to hidden stems 
 ■ opening of 35 mm. fibreglass reinforced plastic handles 
 ■ supplied with lightweight plastic holster, 30 pcs in a box

731151 mm

l
mm

P129-19-BulK30 8172336 30 6 190 85

sniPs sPare Parts 

 ■ spare springs with buffers

731151

r1071 8222918 1 P123-19, P127-19, P128-19, P129-19 30

r1075-BulK50 8220495 50 P123, P127, P128, P129 130

SNIPS

P129

        

SNIPS

R1071/R1075
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Professional electric secateur

 ■ Designed for professional users in viticulture, horticulture and forestry 
 ■ secateur driven by an electric motor (90 W) 
 ■ Power supplied by rechargeable nickel-metalhydrite batteries (2 x 24 V) 
 ■ servo-progressive cutting program for full control of blade movement 
 ■ comfortable and handy due to its shape and the position of the triggers 
 ■ adjustable back pack for batteries with soft shoulder straps for maximum comfort 
 ■ High cutting speed, low energy consumption

731151 mm

l
mm Kg

9320 8292126 1 30 320 3470 ni MH 3.5 ah 945

Professional PneuMatic secateur

 ■ Powerful but light tool 
 ■ Designed for pruning all kinds of fruit trees and for landscaping work
 ■ Body made of acetalic resin (PoM) 
 ■ single piston with a spring return 
 ■ cutting head with excellent slicing cut 
 ■ centre bolt locking system 
 ■ special ice-free valve protects the tool against condensation water freezing inside the tool in 

cold weather 
 ■ connecting thread requires a 1/4” male coupler for the air hose

731151 mm

l
mm

l/min

9210 8278182 1 30 255 10 80 700

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ cutting blade and rivet for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1 8278212 1 9210 82

POWER TOOLS

9320

POWER TOOLS

9210

POWER TOOLS

9210-1
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PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ complete, pre-assembled cutting head for pneumatic secateur 9210 (includes rivet)

731151

9210-10 8278229 1 9210 212

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Pack of assorted o’rings for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-20 8278236 1 9210 28

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Brass sleeve (10 pcs) for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1720100 8295295 1 9210 55.3

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Piston seal for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1230235 8295325 1 9210 6.7

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Piston disc for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1690148 8295332 1 9210 22

POWER TOOLS

9210-10

POWER TOOLS

9210-20

POWER TOOLS

9210-1720100

POWER TOOLS

9210-1230235

POWER TOOLS

9210-1690148
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PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ shock absorber for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1730107 8295349 10 9210 176

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ return spring for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1640142 8295356 1 9210 26.6

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ connecting rod for pneumatic secateur 9210 

731151

9210-1700118 8295363 1 9210 41

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ special rivet to join blade and connecting rod, Ø 6 mm 
 ■ for pneumatic secateur 9210 

731151

9210-1770106 8295370 40 9210 1000

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Dust protection seal for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1230219 8295387 1 9210 8.6

POWER TOOLS

9210-1730107

POWER TOOLS

9210-1640142

POWER TOOLS

9210-1700118

POWER TOOLS

9210-1770106

POWER TOOLS

9210-1230219
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PneuMatic secateur

 ■ self tapping screws, tsP 2.2 x 6.5 for pneumatic secateur 9210
 ■ for fixing front cover 9210-1830137

731151

9210-1060238 8295394 20 9210 10

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ front cover for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1830137 8295400 1 9210 9.5

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ secateur body with brass cylinder inside for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1710266 8295417 1 9210 193

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ screws, tcce M6 x 20 uni 5931, for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1060177 8295424 1 9210 7

PneuMatic secateur sPare Parts

 ■ Hand guard for pneumatic secateur 9210

731151

9210-1320281 8295431 1 9210 35

POWER TOOLS

9210-1060238

POWER TOOLS

9210-1830137

POWER TOOLS

9210-1710266

POWER TOOLS

9210-1060177

POWER TOOLS

9210-1320281
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Professional loPPers

 ■ light lopper designed for pruning soft and green wood mainly in vineyards and orchards 
 ■ narrow cutting head for easy access and quick, precise cuts 
 ■ Professional blade material and grinding for highest performance 
 ■ lightweight aluminum handles with in-tube assembled blade and counter blade for easy 

maintenance

731151 mm

l
mm

P114-sl-40 8301149 2 30 400 630

P114-sl-50 8301156 2 30 500 682

P114-sl-60 8301163 2 30 600 826

Professional loPPers

 ■ light lopper designed for use in vineyards, orchards and for landscaping activities 
 ■ Professional blade design with an evolving bevel for an easy cut in tough wood 
 ■ excellent cutting performance in all types of wood 
 ■ lightweight aluminium handles with in-tube assembled blade and counter blade for easy 

maintenance

731151 mm

l
mm

P116-sl-40 8301101 2 30 400 687

P116-sl-50 8301118 2 30 500 735

P116-sl-60 8301125 2 30 600 879

P116-sl-70 8301132 2 30 700 964

Professional loPPers

 ■ special-design orchard lopper, also recommended for landscaping 
 ■ slim, narrow blade combined with hooked counter blade for a powerful but smooth and easy 

cut 
 ■ forged counter blade to stand the stress of intensive use 
 ■ light aluminium handles with long reach for overhead cutting

731151 mm

l
mm

P160-sl-60 8301170 2 45 600 960

P160-sl-75 8301187 1 45 750 1090

P160-sl-90 8301194 1 45 900 1160

LOPPERS

P114-SL

LOPPERS

P116-SL

LOPPERS

P160-SL
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Professional loPPers

 ■ Heavy-duty bypass lopper for cutting very thick and strong branches on mature trees and 
vines 

 ■ long reach, also for overhead cutting 
 ■ cutting head with fully hardenend blade for powerful cuts and smooth finish 
 ■ Very comfortable to use due to integrated shock absorbing rubber buffers between the 

handles 
 ■ aluminium tube handles for easy handling 

731151 mm

l
mm

P19-80-f 8275365 1 50 800 1790

Professional loPPers

 ■ Heavy duty bypass lopper with lever action
 ■ fully hardened steel blades with Xylan® coating for less friction
 ■ cutting head with sliding lever action for 50% more force and a large cutting capacity  

of 40 mm
 ■ lightweight aluminium handles for long reach

731151 mm

l
mm

P280-sl-80 8301330 2 40 800 1318

Professional loPPers

 ■ Heavy duty anvil lopper for cutting hard and dry wood 
 ■ cutting head with sliding lever action for 50% more force and a large cutting capacity of up 

to 40 mm 
 ■ Blade with Xylan® coating to reduce friction 
 ■ lightweight aluminium handles with comfortable grips 

731151 mm

l
mm

P172-sl-85 8301200 1 40 850 1220

LOPPERS

P19

LOPPERS

P280-SL

LOPPERS

P172-SL
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eXPert loPPers

 ■ lightweight lopper with aluminium handles 
 ■ for pruning trees and shrubs in gardens 
 ■ comfortable 2-component grips and shock absorbing buffers 
 ■ Hardened steel blade for a high cutting performance 
 ■ available in two lengths: 60 cm and 75 cm 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-18-60-f 8288853 2 40 610 785

PG-18-75-f 8288877 2 40 750 925

eXPert loPPers

 ■ lightweight lopper with aluminium handles for pruning shrubs and small trees 
 ■ shock absorbing buffers and 2-component handles for added comfort 
 ■ narrow blade with big cutting capacity for a high performance

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-18-45-f 8299033 2 40 450 545

eXPert loPPers

 ■ telescopic lopper with handles made of silver aluminium tubes, extendable from 70-90 cm 
 ■ for pruning high trees with thick branches 
 ■ Blade with slicing cut is made of high grade steel, fully hardened 
 ■ special locking system locks/unlocks with just a quarter-turn 
 ■ comfortable 2-component grips made of orange polypropylene and soft black thermoplastic 

elastomer

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-19-f 8295936 2 40 700 - 900 1135

LOPPERS

PG-18

LOPPERS

PG-18-45

LOPPERS

PG-19
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eXPert loPPers

 ■ telescopic anvil lopper for pruning high branches from 70 to 90 cm 
 ■ Blade made of high grade steel, fully hardened and with anti-friction coating 
 ■ Handles with special one-way locking system, locks/unlocks with just a quarter-turn 
 ■ comfortable 2-component grips 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-17-f 8324629 2 30 700 - 900 1120

traDition loPPers

 ■ Bypass lopper for pruning and training grape vines and fruit trees 
 ■ strongly curved blade with slicing cut for quick and powerful cuts 
 ■ comfortable to use with soft rubber buffers to prevent fatigue 
 ■ Very robust, forged counter blade 
 ■ spare parts available

731151 mm

l
mm

P16-50-f 8301286 2 30 500 935

P16-60-f 8276461 2 30 600 1025

traDition loPPers

 ■ Bypass lopper for pruning trees and shrubs in the home garden 
 ■ curved blade with slicing cut for easy cutting, integrated plastic buffers 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

P140-f 8275372 2 35 600 1010

LOPPERS

PG-17

LOPPERS

P16

LOPPERS

P140 
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traDition loPPers

 ■ Bypass lopper with a compact design to prune in difficult-to-reach places 
 ■ oval steel tube handles with comfortable plastic grip and buffers for added comfort in use 
 ■ small cutting head, ideal for pruning ornamental shrubs and rose bushes 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-20-f 8275396 2 30 440 665

PG-20-60-f 8275419 2 30 570 780

traDition loPPers

 ■ loppers with a robust cutting head for pruning shrubs and small trees 
 ■ Handles made of steels tubes with plastic grips 
 ■ cutting head made of hardened and tempered carbon steel 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151 mm

l
mm

PG-22-45-f 8328351 6 25 450 715

PG-22-65-f 8328153 6 25 650 1085

loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ spare cutting blades for loppers

731151

r114V 8042660 1 P14 140

r114V-BulK28 8177539 28 P14 3920

r16V 8254513 1 P-sl2, P116-sl 170

r16V-BulK14 8288334 14 P-sl2, P116-sl 2380

r115V 8243210 1 P-sl, P114-sl 145

r115V-BulK14 8288341 14 P-sl, P114-sl 2030

r172a 8235413 1 P172-85, P172-65 158

r380a 8000066 1 P172-sl-85 170

r116VP 8042721 1 P16-40W 150

r116V 8010164 1 P16 157

r116V-BulK36 8159924 36 P16 5652

r119V 8029487 1 P19-80 370

r160a 8201821 1 P160 167

r180V 8042677 1 P180-70 292

LOPPERS

PG-20

LOPPERS

PG-22

LOPPERS

R114V-R180V/R16V/R160A/
R172A
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loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ spare counter blades for loppers 
 ■ *P16 with centre bolt locking system r901P 

731151

r214V 8042745 1 P14 155

r214V-BulK28 8177553 28 P14 4340

r26V 8254520 1 P-sl2-40/50/60 200

r216sl 8301408 1 P116-sl 190

r215V 8243227 1 P-sl-40/45/60 142

r214sl 8301392 1 P114-sl 155

r260a 8201814 1 P160 233

r716VcB 8255497 1 P16* 215

r680V 8042752 1 P180-70 205

r619V 8029494 1 P19-80 390

loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ spare buffers for loppers and hedge shears 
 ■ Different grades of hardness available

731151

r430V 8243265 1 P-sl, P-sl2, P114, P116 - all 40 cm 18

r440V 8254544 1 P-sl, P-sl2, P114, P116, P52-sl, P54-sl 18

r515Vs 8046514 1 P14, P16, P180-70, P19-80, P160-60, P51 20

r516V 8200824 1 P160-75, P160-90, P51H, P280, P51H 20

loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ spare anvil with screws for loppers

731151

r372H 8235406 1 P172-65 /-85, P172-sl 39

LOPPERS

R214V/R26V/R260A/...

LOPPERS

R430V-R516V

LOPPERS

R372H
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loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ centre bolt kit comprising nut, bolt and washers
 ■ for *P16 loppers with centre bolt locking system r901P 

731151

r143PV 8010133 1 P16 33

r143PV-BulK50 8240837 50 P16 1650

r143PVcB 8255633 1 P16* 33

r144PV 8291075 1 P160 34

r146Vs 8046538 1 P14, P174, P176-75 34

r146Vs-BulK50 8159955 50 P14, P174, P176-75 1700

r166V 8328085 1 P114-sl, P116-sl 60

r312V 8235420 1 P172-65 /-85 31

r315V 8243234 1 P-sl-40 /-45 /-60 60

r328V 8296056 1 P280-(sl) 32

r318V 8029500 1 P180-70, P19-80, P172 64

loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ complete set (4) bolt/nut for loppers

731151

r415V 8243241 1 P-sl, P-sl2, P114, P116 29

r419V 8042936 1 P180-70 52

r519V 8029517 1 P19-80 52

r615V 8010119 1 P14, P16 28

r660V 8210281 1 P160 30

r772V 8301385 1 P172-sl 30

r773V 8324414 1 P280-sl-80 32

loPPers sPare Parts

 ■ Hexagonal screw for adjusting the blade to the anvil after wear 

731151

r272H 8258016 1 P172-65/-85, P172-sl-85 15

LOPPERS

R312V-R318V/R143PV/
R144PV/R146

LOPPERS

R415V-R773V

r415V - r660V

LOPPERS

R272H
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traDition toP-Pruners

 ■ top-pruner with fully hardened, double bevelled blade 
 ■ stamped, fully hardened counter blade 
 ■ sap groove to prevent blade from sticking 
 ■ triple lever action to reduce the amount of effort required 
 ■ adjustable clamp fits Ø 25 mm (1”) to 35 mm (1 3/8”) poles 
 ■ supplied with a 5 m rope with handle 
 ■ a pruning saw blade can be mounted on this top pruner 
 ■ spare parts available 

731151 mm

P34-37 8002787 2 40 1260

traDition toP-Pruners

 ■ lightweight top pruner with fully hardened blade 
 ■ stamped, fully hardened counter blade with sap groove to prevent sticking 
 ■ Double lever action 
 ■ steel clamp secured with screws 
 ■ fits Ø 25 mm (1”) poles 
 ■ supplied with a 5 m rope 

731151 mm

P34-27a-f 8275464 2 30 610

traDition toP-Pruners

 ■ top-pruner for pruning and clearing out 
 ■ clearing out: Hook the cutting head over the branch and pull the pole towards to you 
 ■ Pruning: Hook the cutting head on the branch and pull the rope down with the orange handle 
 ■ fully hardened steel blade with slicing action for neat and efficient cut 
 ■ long aluminum pole for difficult to reach branches 
 ■ Grip on aluminum tube for added comfort

731151 mm

l
mm

aP-234-f 8289027 2 30 2200 1520

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

P34-37

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

P34-27A

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

AP-234
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toP-Pruners, sPare Parts

 ■ spare cutting blades for top-pruners
 ■ 30 units per box

731151

r127e 8011567 1 P34-27 56

r137e 8011574 1 P34-37 56

toP-Pruners, sPare Parts

 ■ spare centre bolt and nut r142P for P34-27ar337e for P34-37

731151

r142P 8010126 1 P34-27a, P3-20, P3-23, P5-20, P5-23,  
P108-20, P108-23, P110-20, P110-23

35

r337e 8011598 1 P34-37 56

toP-Pruners, sPare Parts

 ■ spare cutting blade with pin for hand and top-pruners 

731151

r124PG 8010089 1 P108-23, P110-23, P34-27a 48

toP-Pruners, sPare Parts

 ■ spare counter blade with pin for top-pruners

731151

r133PG 8328252 1 P34-27a 50

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

R127E/R137E

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

R142P/R337E

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

R124PG

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

R133PG

r142P
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toP-Pruners, sPare Parts

 ■ spare spring for top-pruners. *r427e for old model of P34-27a

731151

r427ae 8176068 1 P134, P34-27a 45

r427e 8011604 1 *P34-27a 40

r437e 8011611 1 P34-37 64

traDition Poles

 ■ extension pole for work in difficult-to-reach areas up to 5 m 
 ■ Made of aluminium or fibreglass 
 ■ top diameter 25 mm (1”) 
 ■ supplied with a bolt and wing nut 
 ■ fits all top-pruners (P34-37, P34-27a) suitable for all Bahco top-pruners and pole saws 

(339-6t, 340-6t, 383-6t, 384-6t, 384-5t, 385-6t, 386-6t)  
aP-5M: aluminium pole, 2 piece fibreglass pole 
aP-3M: aluminium pole, 1 piece fibreglass pole 
fP-3M: fibreglass pole, 1 piece fibreglass pole 

731151

aP-5M 8152079 1 2000 - 5000 1600

aP-3M 8152062 1 2000 - 3500 1000

fP-3M 8168612 1 1800 - 3200 1000

telescoPic eXtension Pole, sPare Parts

 ■ spare parts for the locking-system of aluminium telescopic extension poles 
 ■ locking-s for Ø 25 mm extension tube 
 ■ locking-B for the Ø 28 mm extension tube 
 ■ r2000aP is the eccentric screw supplied with 2 different adapters for aP-3M and both 

sections of aP-5M 

731151

locKinG-B 8222406 1 30

locKinG-s 8222390 1 25

r2000aP 8301088 8 101

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

R427AE/R427E/R437E

r427ae                        r437e

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

AP-/FP-

POLES AND TOP-PRUNERS

LOCKING

locKinG-B locKinG-s

r2000aP

aP-5M

fP-3M
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Professional HeDGe sHears

 ■ High-quality shears for professional use in parks, topiary gardens and nurseries 
 ■ fully hardened blades 
 ■ Partly serrated edge for cutting up to 10 mm (1/2”) thick branches 
 ■ lightweight aluminium handles with smooth plastic grips 
 ■ reduced fatigue through superior cutting performance and very comfortable handling

731151

l
mm

P51-sl 8301217 2 570 990

Professional HeDGe sHears

 ■ High-quality shears for professional use in parks, topiary gardens and nurseries 
 ■ fully hardened blades 
 ■ Partly serrated edge for cutting up to 10 mm (1/2”) thick branches 
 ■ extra long, lightweight aluminium handles for a good reach 
 ■ reduced fatigue through superior cutting performance and very comfortable handling 

731151

l
mm

P51H-sl 8301224 2 730 1076

Professional HeDGe sHears

 ■ High quality shears with short handles (26 cm) for professional use in parks, nurseries and 
vineyards 

 ■ compact design and angled form, ideal for topiary and leaf pruning 
 ■ slim, straight blades, available in 20 and 25 cm, giving a clean cut especially important 

when clipping topiary 
 ■ lightweight aluminium handles with comfortable plastic grip and soft buffers reduce fatigue

731151

l
mm

P54-sl-20 8301248 2 500 742

P54-sl-25 8301231 2 550 813

HEDGE SHEARS

P51-SL

HEDGE SHEARS

P51H-SL

HEDGE SHEARS

P54-SL
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Professional HeDGe sHears

 ■ High quality shears with long handles (36 cm) for professional use in parks, nurseries and 
vineyards 

 ■ compact design and angled form, ideal for topiary and leaf pruning 
 ■ slim, straight blades, available in 20 and 25 cm, giving a clean cut especially important 

when clipping topiary 
 ■ lightweight aluminum handles with comfortable plastic grip and soft buffers to reduce fatigue

731151

l
mm

P54H-sl-20 8301262 2 600 787

P54H-sl-25 8301255 2 650 871

eXPert HeDGe sHears

 ■ lightweight hedge shears for trimming all kinds of hedges 
 ■ fully hardened steel blades 
 ■ aluminium handles with 2-component grips 
 ■ shock absorbing buffers for added comfort 

731151

l
mm

PG-56-f 8288938 2 560 850

eXPert HeDGe sHears

 ■ Very light telescopic hedge shear, extendable from 790 to 1040 mm for long reach 
 ■ special locking system locks/unlocks with just a quarter-turn 
 ■ fully hardened steel blades 
 ■ Handles made of aluminium tubes with 2-component grips 
 ■ rubber buffer for additional comfort 

731151

l
mm

PG-57-f 8295943 2 790 - 1040 1345

HEDGE SHEARS

P54H-SL

HEDGE SHEARS

PG-56

HEDGE SHEARS

PG-57-F
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traDition HeDGe sHears

 ■ Hedge shears for intensive professional use in parks, vineyards and nurseries 
 ■ fully hardened blades 
 ■ Partly serrated edge for cutting up to 10 mm (1/2”) thick branches 
 ■ superior cutting performance and comfortable handling 
 ■ spare parts available 

731151

l
mm

P51-f 8275426 2 570 1085

traDition HeDGe sHears

 ■ traditional hedge shears for all hedge types 
 ■ comfortable wooden handles 
 ■ stamped and fully hardened blade 

P57-25 with straight blade and partly serrated edge to cut branches up to 10 mm (1/2”) 
P57-25-W with wavy blade, for cutting soft twigs and stems that tend to slip out when closing 
the blades 

 ■ spare parts available 

731151

l
mm

P57-25-f 8301293 4 540 1020

P57-25-W-f 8301309 4 540 1020

traDition HeDGe sHears

 ■ universal hedge shear for all hedge types 
 ■ for frequent hedge trimming in gardens 
 ■ simple and reliable design with stamped and fully hardened blade 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151

l
mm

P59-25-f 8275655 5 660 1115

HEDGE SHEARS

P51

HEDGE SHEARS

P57-25

P57-25

P57-25-W

HEDGE SHEARS

P59
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traDition HeDGe sHears

 ■ universal hedge shears for leisure gardening 
 ■ Handles made of robust steel tubes 
 ■ stamped fully hardened blades for durability 
 ■ shock absorbing plastic buffers for added comfort 

731151

l
mm

PG-51-f 8275440 5 510 715

traDition HeDGe sHears

 ■ Hedge shears with narrow straight blade for hedge trimming 
 ■ Blades made of carbon steel and handles made of steel tubes with plastic grips 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151

l
mm

PG-32-f 8328146 6 505 755

sPare Parts for HeDGe sHears

 ■ spare buffers for professional hedge shears with broad blade:
 □ soft r515Vs for shears with short handles
 □ Hard r516V for shears with long handles 

 ■ spare buffers for super light hedge shears:
 □ soft r440V for shears with short handles
 □ Hard r444V for shears with long handles 

731151

r515Vs 8046514 1 P14, P16, P180-70, P19-80, P160-60, P51 20

r516V 8200824 1 P160-75, P160-90, P51H, P280, P51H 20

r440V 8254544 1 P-sl, P-sl2, P114, P116, P52-sl, P54-sl 18

r444V 8243340 1 P53-sl, P54H-sl 18

sPare Parts for HeDGe sHears

 ■ complete spare set, comprising nut, bolt and washers, Vc includes locking ring

731151

r146Vc 8046545 1 P51, P51H, P52, P53, P54 34

r147V 8044909 1 P55, P57 30

HEDGE SHEARS

PG-51

HEDGE SHEARS

PG-32

HEDGE SHEARS

R440V-R516V

HEDGE SHEARS

R146VC/R147V
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eXPert Grass sHears

 ■ single handed grass shear with stainless steel blades carefully set for self-grinding during 
use 

 ■ rotating head (90° left & right) for lawn edging 
 ■ swivels easily into different positions to facilitate the cut in certain slopes 
 ■ soft touch and non-slip grip on upper handle for maximum comfort 
 ■ lower handle loop for finger protection 
 ■ no spare parts available 

731151

l
mm

Gs-180-f 8275488 6 375 317

traDition Grass sHears

 ■ Grass shear with hardened blades, carefully set for self-grinding during use to ensure a 
good cutting edge 

 ■ Precise spring mechanism ensures that the blades are kept aligned in use on grass 
 ■ lever mechanism designed for minimum effort in operating the shears 
 ■ three different cutting head positions to gain access to difficult-to-reach corners and edges 

which need trimming 
 ■ Blades are solely made to cut grass 
 ■ no spare parts available

731151

l
mm

Gs-76 8010782 6 355 435

traDition Grass sHears

 ■ lawn shear for cutting in difficult-to-reach places where lawn mowers cannot gain access 
 ■ suitable for cutting in shrubs, borders, around trees etc. 
 ■ 90 cm long handles of round steel tubes, fitted with black plastic covers 
 ■ cutting head with horizontal oriented blades, also known as duck´s foot 
 ■ stamped, fully hardened, double bevelled blade with black Xylan® coating, straight cutting 

edge, length 20 cm 
 ■ stamped, flat-edged, fully hardened counter blade, black Xylan® coating 
 ■ Plastic buffer to reduce jarring 

731151

l
mm

P74 8124076 1 1100 2000

GRASS SHEARS

GS-180

GRASS SHEARS

GS-76

GRASS SHEARS

P74
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traDition Grass sHears

 ■ lawn edge shear for trimming borders 
 ■ 90 cm long handles of round steel tubes, fitted with black plastic covers 
 ■ stamped, fully hardened, double bevelled blade with black Xylan® coating, straight cutting 

edge, length 20 cm 
 ■ stamped, flat-edged, fully hardened counter blade, black Xylan® coating 
 ■ Plastic buffer to reduce jarring 

731151

l
mm

P75 8124083 1 1000 1900

Professional KniVes

 ■ High-quality grafting knife for razor-sharp cutting of the graft and bark 
 ■ spatula with round edges for lifting of the bark for the graft insertion 
 ■ extremely sharp folding blade, folding brass spatula and plastic covered for comfortable grip 

731151

l
mm

P11 8009076 6 180 70

Professional KniVes

 ■ High-quality pruning knife for pruning of very delicate trees such as peaches 
 ■ also for pruning young trees in the nursery and for thinning out fruit bunches 
 ■ special hook design of the folding blade and plastic covered for comfortable grip 

731151

l
mm

P20 8009281 6 200 100

GRASS SHEARS

P75

PRUNING KNIVES

P11

PRUNING KNIVES

P20
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eXPert scissors

 ■ floral scissors ideal for pruning delicate plants 
 ■ for deadheading and clearing out of dry leaves, for pruning and harvesting herbs and for 

creating floral decoration 
 ■ short pointed blades made of stainless steel, with micro serration for cutting soft stems of 

small diameter 
 ■ finger loops with soft touch material 

731151

l
mm

fs-5 8266455 10 125 24

eXPert scissors

 ■ floral scissors designed for cutting soft stems of small diameter, ribbons, any kind of paper, 
thin cardboard and tissues used in floral decoration 

 ■ also useful for pruning indoor plants, for deadheading in difficult to reach places 
 ■ long straight blades made of stainless steel with micro serration 
 ■ finger loops with soft touch material 

731151

l
mm

fs-8 8266462 10 165 47

eXPert scissors

 ■ floral scissors with large finger loops 
 ■ compact strong blades with serration, designed for all kinds of flower stems and twigs as 

well as ribbons, cardboard and even soft wire 
 ■ could also be used for pruning small shrubs on the balcony and indoor plants 
 ■ finger loops with soft touch material

731151

l
mm

fs-7.5 8266479 10 200 108

SCISSORS

FS-5

SCISSORS

FS-8

SCISSORS

FS-7.5
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-Js ranGe

 ■ sword saw especially designed for landscaping 
 ■ Js toothing developed for pruning living wood 
 ■ extremely sharp and very aggressive toothing for fastest cut 
 ■ non-set teeth with hardpoint, taper ground blade for perfect clean finish 
 ■ comfortable, non-fatigue 2-component handle 
 ■ available in two different lengths, both equipped with holster 
 ■ replacement blades available

731151
mm

5124-Js-H 8219352 4 240 5 280

5128-Js-H 8219369 4 280 5 300

-Js ranGe

 ■ foldable pruning saw with Js toothing designed for fruit growing, wine growing and 
landscaping 

 ■ Blade with hardpoint teeth and extra wide gullet for faster cutting in thicker green branches 
 ■ strong 2-component plastic handle with comfortable grip 
 ■ safety lock both in opened and closed position 
 ■ replacement blade available

731151 mm inch

396-Js 8223250 4 190 7 1/2 5 200

-Js ranGe

 ■ sword saw especially designed for wine and fruit growing 
 ■ Jt blade with aggressive teeth designed for winter pruning 
 ■ non-set teeth, refileable, for a smooth cutting surface 
 ■ comfortable, non-fatigue 2-component handle 
 ■ available in two different lengths, both equipped with holster 
 ■ replacement blades available 

731151
mm

4124-Jt-H 8267803 4 240 7 340

4128-Jt-H 8267810 4 280 7 356

PRUNING SAWS

51 -JS

PRUNING SAWS

396-JS

PRUNING SAWS

41 -JT
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-Js ranGe

 ■ foldable pruning saw designed for occasional use in vineyards and orchards 
 ■ Jt toothing for pruning living wood in winter with a fast and clean cut 
 ■ strong 2-component plastic handle with comfortable grip 
 ■ safety lock in both open and closed position 
 ■ replacement blade available 

731151 mm inch

396-Jt 8168056 4 190 7 1/2 7 200

-Js ranGe

 ■ foldable pruning saw with special patented Xt7 toothing for a fast cut in hard or dry wood 
 ■ Multipurpose saw with hardpoint teeth, performing well in living wood 
 ■ strong 2-component plastic handle with comfortable grip 
 ■ safety lock both in opened and closed position 
 ■ replacement blade available 

731151 mm inch

396-HP 8152284 4 190 7 1/2 7 200

eXPert PruninG saWs

 ■ Pruning saw for home owners 
 ■ for pruning ornamental shrubs and fruit trees in the garden 
 ■ anti-friction coating for rust protection and easy cut
 ■ toothing designed for aggressive cut on pullstroke 

731151
mm

349 8018924 4 300 7 225

eXPert PruninG saWs

 ■ folding saw for home owners 
 ■ for occasional pruning when a secateur or a lopper is not sufficient 
 ■ anti-friction coating for fast cut in hard and dry wood

731151 mm inch

PG-72 8242534 4 190 7 1/2 7 196

PRUNING SAWS

396-JT

PRUNING SAWS

396-HP

PRUNING SAWS

349

PRUNING SAWS

PG-72
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traDitional PruninG saWs

 ■ Pruning saw for dry or hard wood 
 ■ curved blade with fully ground, set teeth 
 ■ comfortable and strong beech wood handle with a long hook 
 ■ available in 11” and 14” blade lengths 
 ■ 4211 with hardpoint teeth, 4212 can be filed 
 ■ replacement blades available 

731151 mm inch

4211-11-6t 8152000 4 280 11 6 225

4211-14-6t 8128883 4 360 14 6 280

4212-11-6t 8002060 4 280 11 6 225

4212-14-6t 8002077 4 360 14 6 280

traDition Pole saWs

 ■ combination pruning saw with plastic handle 
 ■ can be used handheld or with a 25 mm (1”) Ø extension pole 
 ■ fits all poles: aP-2.7M, aP-3M, aP-5M and fP-3M 
 ■ 339 with hardpoint teeth  

340 can be filed 
 ■ replacement blades available 

731151 mm inch

339-6t 8128371 4 360 14 6 250

340-6t 8002008 4 360 14 6 250

traDition Pole saWs

 ■ Pole pruning saw with steel tube handle 
 ■ to be used with a 25 mm (1”) Ø extension pole 
 ■ fits all poles: aP-2.7M, aP-3M, aP-5 and fP-3M 
 ■ for softer wood like pine and spruce the more aggressive 384-5t (5tPi) is recommended 
 ■ 383 with hardpoint teeth  

384 can be filed 

731151 mm inch

383-6t 8128876 4 360 14 6 320

384-6t 8002039 4 360 14 6 320

384-5t 8159795 4 360 14 5 320

PRUNING SAWS

4211-/4212-

PRUNING SAWS

339-/340-

PRUNING SAWS

383-/384-
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traDition Pole saWs

 ■ Pole pruning saw with steel tube handle 
 ■ to be used with 25 mm (1”) Ø extension pole 
 ■ fits all poles: aP-2.7M, aP-3M, aP-5M and fP-3M 
 ■ Blade tip extended into a hook to prevent the blade from slipping out of the kerf 
 ■ striking knife attached to the blade and handle to cut the bark before sawing through the 

branch 
 ■ Prevents bark stripping 
 ■ 386 with hardpoint teeth 

385 can be filed

731151 mm inch

385-6t 8002053 4 360 14 6 410

386-6t 8152017 4 360 14 6 410

PruninG saW BlaDe

 ■ replacement blades for the 51xx pruning saws 
 ■ Blades are with hardpoint teeth for long lasting sharpness

731151
mm

5724-Js 8216085 1 240 5 60

5728-Js 8216092 1 280 5 74

PruninG saW BlaDe

 ■ replacement blades for 41xx pruning saws 
 ■ iron tetroxide coating for rust protection 

731151
mm

4724-Jt 8265847 1 240 7 60

4728-Jt 8265854 1 280 7 74

PruninG saW BlaDe

 ■ spare blade for folding saw 396-Js 
 ■ Blade with hardpoint teeth and extra wide gullet for faster cutting in thicker green branches 

731151 mm inch

396-Js-BlaDe 8223267 1 190 7 1/2 5 55

PRUNING SAWS

385-/386-

PRUNING SAWS

5724-JS/5728-JS

PRUNING SAWS

4724-JT/4728-JT

PRUNING SAWS

396-JS-BLADE
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PruninG saW BlaDe

 ■ spare blade for folding saw 396-Jt 
 ■ Jt toothing for pruning living wood in winter with a fast and clean cut 

731151 mm inch

396-Jt-BlaDe 8168063 1 190 7 1/2 7 55

PruninG saW BlaDe

 ■ spare blade for folding saw 396-HP 
 ■ Multipurpose blade with hardpoint teeth performs well in living wood 

731151 mm inch

396-HP-BlaDe 8156404 1 190 7 1/2 7 44

PruninG saW BlaDe

 ■ Pruning saw replacement blades 
 ■ Blades can be used on all 4211-, 4212-, 339- and 340- saws, as well as the top-pruner  

P34-37 
 ■ 4420 with hardpoint teeth 

4400 can be filed 
 ■ BulK: no retail packaging and without blade protector 

731151 mm inch

4400-11 8200596 10 280 11 6 96

4400-14 8200602 10 360 14 6 140

4420-11 8200619 10 280 11 6 96

4420-14 8200626 10 360 14 6 140

4400-11-BulK 8200633 10 280 11 6 94

4400-14-BulK 8200640 10 360 14 6 140

4420-11-BulK 8200657 10 280 11 6 94

4420-14-BulK 8200664 10 360 14 6 140

PRUNING SAWS

396-JT-BLADE

PRUNING SAWS

396-HP-BLADE

PRUNING SAWS

4400-/4420-
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GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ synthetic 2-component grinding stone for small blades 
 ■ Has to be moistened with petrol or oil for full efficiency 
 ■ Quick removal of damaged metal surfaces with 180 grain/cm² (green side of stone) 
 ■ smooth finish with 400 grain/cm² (grey side)

731151

l
mm

ls-coMBiness 8041366 1 100 75

GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ High quality natural grinding stone, grain size 600 
 ■ for finishing edges of pruning tools 
 ■ this stone has to be used in a wet state in order to sharpen more efficiently 
 ■ especially recommended for small blades requiring to be sharpened precisely

731151

l
mm

ls-natural 8224622 1 70 40

GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ synthetic grinding stone, grain size 220 
 ■ to sharpen blades with high precision 
 ■ stone can either be moistened with petrol, oil or water 

731151

l
mm

ls-trianGle 8224653 1 100 50

GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ synthetic grinding stone with 320 grain/cm² for professional use to sharpen high 
performance blades 

 ■ for rather small blades like on secateurs 
 ■ Very high removal rate 
 ■ stone has to be moistened with petrol or oil for full efficiency 

731151

l
mm

ls-Pierre corinDon 8009977 1 100 50

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-COMBINESS

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-NATURAL

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-TRIANGLE

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-CORINDON
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GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ Professional tungsten-carbide sharpener to re-sharpen all kind of blades 
 ■ 2-component handle for comfortable use 
 ■ Very secure with two side protections to avoid fingers slipping down to the cutting edge of 

the blade 
 ■ two carbide edges for easy and long-lasting use

731151

l
mm

sHarP-X 8264895 10 100 25

sHarP-X-DisP 8264901 1 100 25

GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ synthetic grinding stone, grain size 180 
 ■ to sharpen long blades for tough work such as long-shafted tools, scythes and axes 
 ■ stone has to be moist with petrol or oil for full efficiency 

731151

l
mm

ls-Pierre-fauX 8009038 1 230 210

GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ synthetic grinding stone,”carbor” type, grain size 220
 ■ Produces very fine surfaces on cuttting tools
 ■ can be used wet or dry but it´s not recommended for finishing work on small or new blades

731151

l
mm

ls-6160-23 8041304 1 230 170

GrinDinG stones anD carBiDe sHarPener

 ■ High quality natural grinding stone, “lombarde” type 
 ■ for finishing edges of all types of cutting tools 
 ■ stone has to be moist with petrol or oil for full efficiency

731151

l
mm

ls-6060-23 8041311 1 230 300

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

SHARP-X

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-PIERRE-FAUX

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-6160-23

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

LS-6060-23
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cleaners anD luBricant

 ■ cleaning liquid for pruning blades 
 ■ removes dirt and stains and is a corrosion inhibitor 
 ■ advice: 

 □ spray on the surface of the blade
 □ leave to react for a few seconds
 □ Wipe clean and lubricate

731151

saP-X 8225728 6 75

cleaners anD luBricant

 ■ Very efficient resin dissolvent 
 ■ Designed for quick removal of resins and natural adhesives 
 ■ Particularly useful for maintenance of blades 
 ■ tensio-active, cationic, non ionic and contains a corrosion inhibitor 
 ■ advice: spray on the surface to be cleaned 
 ■ let react for a few seconds 
 ■ Wipe clean and lubricate 

731151

resin-X 8222215 6 75

cleaners anD luBricant

 ■ synthetic lubricant for secateurs 
 ■ to keep tools in good shape reducing parts friction and allowing a smoother cutting action 
 ■ to be applied to bolts and junctures 

731151

eco-luBe100 8249434 4 128

Holsters

 ■ strong and natural-coloured leather holster for secateurs
 ■ two belt slits to fit any belt up to 50 mm width. top-quality leather, studded and stitched. 

steel belt clip feature

731151

Prof-H 8158439 2 86

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

SAP-X

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

RESIN-X

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

ECO-LUBE

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

PROF-H
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Holsters

 ■ strong leather holster for small grinding stones or knives, with belt loop on the back
 ■ top quality leather, studded and stitched

731151

Prof-K 8218256 1 42

Holsters

 ■ top quality plastic holster, which holds the secateur very securely

731151

Prof-PH 8243548 2 100

Holsters

 ■ Practical lopper holster primarily for pruning in vineyards
 ■ additional pocket to carry a sharpening stone, grafting knife or a sHarP-X
 ■ Holster can be strapped to the lower part of the leg or on a belt
 ■ Made of wear-resistant and lightweight nylon material for durability and comfort
 ■ Holster suitable for P16,P14,P-sl2 & P-sl loppers up to 60 cm length

731151

Prof-loPP 8288549 1 375

Holsters

 ■ Practical secateur holster
 ■ Wear-resistant and lightweight nylon material for durability and comfort 
 ■ additional pocket for grinding stone or grafting knife.  

Belt loop. (fits 4750-QrlB-1 & 4750-HDB-1)

731151

Prof-sec 8288532 1 150

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

PROF-K

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

PROF-PH

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

PROF-LOPP

ACCESSORIES & MAINTENANCE

PROF-SEC
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